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Introduction            1 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

 

THE MOST PRECISE HEAVENLY CALCULATIONS!                  

         (78/27-29) 

Here, first of all, we shall together witness the miraculous total “frequency of occurrences” 

of each of these specific words (=Day, Days & Month, Months) thus within a parallel 

approach in the Quran-Testament, briefly and precisely, and then we shall also again                  

thus try to clearly perceive and solidly comprehend thereafter the heavenly Wisdom and  

divine implications behind these Amazingly miraculous most precise Calculations now,                

in this most critical Final Age, in our fourth critical document herein.  

So let us together see, first of all, these essentially significant related declarations                      

of Almighty beforehand herein, and thereafter immediately go into our following                            

main Subject, on the next page. 

====================                                                                                                                                        

8- …And every wanted-thing in the sight of Him is with a --precise-- measurement 

(=meqdaaren)! (The Testament 13/8) 

******* 

12- …And every wanted-thing, We have thus --precisely-- counted it (=ahsaynahu)                            

in a clear record! (The Testament 36/12) 

******* 

27- But they became not expecting any calculation (=hesaaban),                                                                 

28- And thus they rejected now Our “Signs” with an utter rejection!                                                                   

29- But every wanted-thing, We have thus --precisely-- counted it (=ahsaynahu)                                       

(as/within) a Written-Document (=Ketaaban)! (The Testament 78/27-29)                                                                     

====================        
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So our first specific word (=yavm: day) herein, is uttered in the Quran-Testament exactly 

“365” times, which thus indicates to us in the end a total 1 year!                                                                                                

Here is the list of the Verses, in which Almighty thus masterfully uses this specific word: 

al-yavm: the day  

2/8  16/27  50/22                                                                                                                               

2/42  16/63  57/12                       

2/126  17/14  57/15                     

2/177  19/26  58/22                        

2/228  19/38  60/6                        

2/232  20/64  65/2                                 

2/249  20/126 66/7                      

2/264     23/65  68/24                         

3/114   23/111 69/35         

4/38    24/2  70/44         

4/39     25/14  76/11         

4/59    29/36  78/39         

4/162    33/21  83/34         

5/3     34/42  85/2         

5/3    36/54            

5/5     36/55           

5/69     36/59           

6/93     36/64           

7/51     36/65           

8/48     37/26           

9/18     40/16           

9/19     40/17           

9/29     40/17               

9/44     40/29           

9/45     43/39           

9/99     43/68           

10/92    45/28           

11/43    45/34           

12/54     45/35           

12/92    46/20            
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yavm: day 

 1/4   6/12  11/77  18/47  24/37  30/55                     

2/48    6/15  11/84  18/52  24/64  30/56   

2/85    6/22  11/98  18/105 25/17  30/56   

2/113    6/73  11/99  19/15  25/22  31/33             

2/123    6/73  11/103 19/15  25/25  32/5   

2/174     6/128  11/103 19/15  25/26  32/25   

2/212    6/141  11/105 19/33  25/27  32/29   

2/254    6/158  14/18  19/33  25/69  33/44   

2/259    7/14  14/31  19/33  26/38  33/66   

2/259    7/32  14/41  19/37  26/82  34/30   

2/281   7/53  14/42  19/38  26/87  34/40   

3/9    7/59  14/44  19/39  26/88  35/14   

3/25     7/163  14/48  19/85  26/135 37/20   

3/30     7/163  15/35  19/95  26/155 37/21   

3/55     7/167  15/36  20/59  26/156 37/144  

3/77     7/172  15/38  20/100 26/189 38/16   

3/106     8/41  16/25  20/101 26/189 38/26   

3/155    8/41  16/27  20/102 27/83  38/53   

3/161     9/3  16/80  20/104 27/87  38/78   

3/166    9/25  16/80  20/124 28/41  38/79   

3/180     9/35  16/84  21/47  28/42  38/81   

3/185    9/36  16/89  21/104 28/61  39/13   

3/194     9/77  16/92  22/2  28/62  39/15   

4/87     9/108  16/111 22/9  28/65  39/24   

4/109    10/15  16/124 22/17  28/71  39/31   

4/136     10/28  17/13  22/47  28/72  39/47   

4/141     10/45  17/52  22/55  28/74  39/60   

4/159     10/60  17/58  22/69  29/13  39/67   

5/14     10/93  17/62  23/16  29/25  40/15   

5/36     11/3  17/71  23/100 29/55  40/16   

5/64     11/8  17/97  23/113 30/12  40/18   

5/109     11/26  18/19  23/113 30/14  40/27   

5/119   11/60  18/19  24/24  30/43  40/30    
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40/32   52/9  76/10         

40/33    52/13  76/27         

40/46    52/46  77/12         

40/49    54/6  77/13         

40/51    54/8  77/14         

40/52     54/19  77/35         

41/19     54/48  77/38         

41/40     55/29  78/17         

41/47     56/50  78/18         

42/7     56/56  78/38         

42/45    57/12  78/40         

42/47     57/13  79/6         

43/65     58/6  79/35         

44/10      58/7  79/46         

44/16     58/18  80/34         

44/40     60/3  82/15         

44/41      62/9  82/17         

45/17     64/9  82/18         

45/26     64/9  82/19         

45/27    64/9  83/5                   

46/5     66/8  83/6         

46/20    68/39  83/11         

46/21     68/42  86/9         

46/34     70/4  90/14         

46/35   70/8  101/4         

50/20     70/26           

50/30    70/43           

50/34   73/14           

50/41   73/17           

50/42    74/9           

50/42    74/46           

50/44   75/1           

51/12   75/6           

51/13   76/7  
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So after this, the plural forms of our first specific word above this time herein                                        

as (=ayyaam/yavmayn: days/twodays) are thus uttered in the Quran-Testament                  

exactly “30” times, which thus together indicates to us in the end a total 1 month!                                                                                                

Here is the list of the Verses, in which Almighty thus masterfully uses these specific words: 

al-ayyaam: the days    ayyaam: days        

             3/140            2/80      

              69/24            2/184         

              2/184        

              2/185         

              2/196         

              2/203         

              3/24        

              3/41         

              5/89        

              7/54         

              10/3        

              10/102         

              11/7        

              11/65        

              14/5        

              22/28          

              25/59         

              32/4          

              34/18          

              41/10          

              41/16          

              45/14         

              50/38        

              57/4         

              69/7    
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al-yavmayn: the twodays  yavmayn: twodays               

     ------                          2/203        

                            41/9        

                 41/12      

  

 

** We should definitely thus see herein that: within the count of our that first specific word (=yavm: day) 

above, Almighty must have thus rightfully chosen and appointed therein the number “365” for that,                    

instead of “366” (=only once in every four year);                                                                                                                                                                                  

and then within the count of the plural forms of our this first specific word (=ayyaam/yavmayn: 

days/twodays), Almighty must have thus again rightfully chosen and appointed therein the number “30”             

for this, instead of “31” (=because if we get the average of “365/12 = 30.4” thus it comes out closer                                  

to 30 than 31).                                                                                         

** And then we should also definitely know herein that: because Almighty has never specifically used the 

concept of a “week” in His Word, thus it must have fully been rightful for Him again to include (=yavmayn: 

twodays) together with the count of (=ayyaam: days) thus in His second miraculous most precise                           

heavenly planning above.     
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And then, our second specific word (=shahr: month) herein, is uttered in the                            

Quran-Testament exactly “12” times, which thus indicates to us in the end a total 1 year!                                                                                                

Here is the list of the Verses, in which Almighty thus masterfully uses this specific word: 

al-shahr: the month          shahr: month 

  2/185                 2/185            

2/194                   9/36       

2/194                   34/12       

2/217                  34/12                      

5/2                  46/15                     

5/97                97/3    

 

So after this, the plural forms of our second specific word above this time herein                                

as (=shuhuur/shahrayn: months/twomonths) are thus uttered in the Quran-Testament 

exactly “3” times, which thus together indicates to us in the end a total 1 season!                                                                                                

Here is the list of the Verses, in which Almighty thus masterfully uses these specific words: 

al-shuhuur: the months           shuhuur: months 

     9/36           ------ 

 

al-shahrayn: the twomonths         shahrayn: twomonths 

     ------          4/92       

          58/4 

 

** We should also certainly know herein that there are two different “plural forms” in the Quran-Testament 

for this specific word (=shahr); one is (=ashhur), the other is (=shuhuur). We should specifically and 

rightfully prefer the second one herein, because it is more congruous with that plural form of (=yavm),                      

that is (=ayyaam) before this --because one is thus specifically accentuated in the end with a “vav,”  the other               

with an “alef” by Almighty herein now equally: (al-ayyaam = al-shuhuur)--      
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So if we see again attentively all of these most precise and congruous heavenly plannings, 

all together, herein thus: 

 

          total number                    total number                           

of occurrences:                                    of occurrences: 

al-yavm: the day               74       al-shahr: the month   6 

yavm: day          291       shahr: month    6                                                

______________                            ______________ 

             “365” = 1 year                                   “12” = 1 year  

 

          total number                     total number                             

of occurrences:                                     of occurrences:  

al-ayyaam: the days    2       al-shuhuur: the months    1 

ayyaam: days   25       shuhuur: months     0 

yavmayn: twodays    3       shahrayn: twomonths    2     

______________             ______________ 

              “30” = 1 month                       “3” = 1 season 

    

 

** We should also definitely know herein that we have thus followed again exactly the same,                                             

steady, simple and straightforward heavenly counting principle herein, like we have also done before                                                 

in the counting of that our hugely miraculous 2 pairs of golden Words, within that of our first and foremost 

critical document. Thus we have only counted each of these related specific Words herein again only in their 

basic & pure forms, with or without a definite article; we have again never counted any other forms (with a 

pronoun, or a determiner attached unto it etc.) herein also. (please, certainly see again The Testament 4/82 & 

18/1 & 39/28 in this regard.)   
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And as we have already thus clearly witnessed above --most especially within the                          

count of that most specific word (yavm: day = “365”) therein-- this great                           

heavenly planning is also obviously in stark contradiction now with that Quranic 

commandment unto prophet Muhammad, in which he and his main nation/ummah (=Sons 

of Ishmael: Saudi Arabs; Baqarah 127-129 & Shuuraa 7) was thus commanded by Almighty 

therein to strictly follow the Lunar Calendar (consists of only “354” days) therein! (please, 

see the Quran, Younus 5, and then also the reliable historical sources in this regard.)                                            

So therefore, this Amazing heavenly planning (yavm: day = “365”) herein now thus will 

also serve, in this most critical Final Age, thus as another very solid and clear proof                  

from Almighty herein that He has already prepared that Quran --even from before the 

foundation of the world-- also specifically for this mathematically thus accurate and 

contemporary “Message/Messenger of Covenant” now, (after it is thus authentically 

modified, and rightfully dictated by Almighty herein unto His “Messenger of Covenant” 

now; 98/2-3) thus as this Quran-Testament (=its original Arabic: Al-Khabaru) text herein, 

in this Final Age, as we have manifestly witnessed it in our first two most critical, and then 

our last two very critical basic documents herein.                                                                                                                                                                             

So in this regard, we should definitely remember again these miraculous prophecies of 

these great Prophets in full support of this long awaited “Messenger/Message of Covenant” 

now, also in this regard: 

====================                                                                                                                                           

1- Prophet Muhammad said: If just one Day remains from this world, Allah will definitely 

lengthen this Day; that He will send in this -Last- Day (=Millennium; please, see Hajj 47              

in this regard) a Man (=that “Messenger of Covenant,” as also firmly thus been promised                 

in that Quran; Aale Imraan 81 = Ahzaab 7-8) from my House.                                                                                                                             

His name shall fit with my name (=Muhammad; Fath 29), and his father’s name shall fit               

with my father’s name (=Abraham; Hajj 78);                                                                                                                

and he will fill the earth --on the left side-- with equity (=qistan), and --on the right side--               

with justice (=adlan), though it was filled with rudeness and oppression -before!                                         

(from Abu Davud) 

** Previously, we have clearly witnessed that prophet Jesus also foretold that the Son of Man (=this 

“Messenger of Covenant” again) would be sent by Almighty within the very Last -Third- Day (=Millennium; 

please, see again Psalms 90/4, and then Gospel, Jhn. 6/27, 40 in this regard);                                                                                                                
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So we can clearly see also from herein that all these major Prophets (especially, Noah and Abraham and 

Moses and Jesus and Muhammad) all must have thus known well about this “Messenger of Covenant” 

beforehand, and thereafter thus they all together already believed and fully supported him thus with their  

miraculous and decisive many prophecies, as expected from all of them by Almighty, even from before the  

foundation of the world. (Please, especially see again the Quran, Aale Imraan 81 = Ahzaab 7-8 in this regard.)                                                                                       

(*And please, certainly see later the “Words of Patriarchs & Moses & Jesus & David & Muhammad” 

documents, to witness all of these miraculous prophecies in their entirety.)                                                                                                                                                                     

And then we should especially notice herein that in his above prophecy, by strongly indicating                                         

the lengthening (=latavvalahu) of this last Day (=Millennium) by Almighty, prophet Muhammad                                                

must have thus wisely pointed out also to this miraculous fact now that this “Messenger of Covenant”                   

would thus (yavm: day = “365”) follow the Solar Calendar, instead of Lunar Calendar, in this last Age                             

by Almighty’s command (please, also see The Testament 17/12 in this regard now); and when he does so,  

this last Day (=Millennium) will have thus automatically be lengthened (=latavvalahu) by Almighty                                  

at least 1000 X 11 days, from that moment onwards!    

And we should go herein to The Testament and see 48/29 therein, to be able to clearly perceive                                  

how this “Messenger of Covenant” shall also bear the name Muhammad (=Praised Servant of Almighty)                       

as he also was prophesied in Torah and Gospel before, under/with this specific attribute,                                                                                    

and then we should go to 22/78 & 29/27 therein, to be able to solidly witness how this “Messenger of 

Covenant” shall also have Abraham as his father, just as prophet Muhammad thus emphasized again                                   

in the second part of his above prophecy.       

And finally, prophet Muhammad again must be pointing out to the double (left & right) sided property                 

of that heavenly 19 code & system, with which Almighty would thus definitely Yahdee (=Guide) this Man, 

Mahdee (=Guided Servant of Almighty)                                                                                                                                            

(please, certainly see again the Quran, Aale Imraan 81 = Ahzaab 7-8 & and then especially also                                          

Naml 93 = Muddaththir 26-31 now, in this regard)                                                                                                                                                                                   

and thereupon, so that he would thus be able to fill the earth --on the left side-- with equity (=qistan),                          

and --on the right side-- with justice (=adlan) also and especially by this means, and/or in this sense herein!                      

(Please, go to The Testament 6/115 & 7/29 to clearly see the close association of these specific words 

(=qistan & adlan) with that 19 coded authentic “mathematical planning,” and so especially with all those                

19 coded hugely miraculous golden Words and Letters now, as we have witnessed them thus been firmly 

established by Almighty always within/for both sides therein, in our first two most critical documents 

herein.)                                                                                                                                                            

==================== 
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====================                                                                                                                                                                             

2- Prophet Muhammad said: A Man (=that “Messenger of Covenant” again) shall come out                 

from his (Prophet’s grandson) progeny; he shall be named with the name of your             

Prophet (=Muhammad; Fath 29); and he shall resemble him with regard to the 

text/attitude (=khuluqe) but he shall not resemble him with regard to the style/creation 

(=khalqe)! … (from Abu Davud)       

** We should firstly see and clearly perceive here that the Quran (=al-Quran) itself was described as a great  

text (=khuluqe) that prophet Muhammad was adamantly -following- on it. (please, see the Quran, Qalam 4)                      

So we should go to the Quran-Testament (=its Arabic original: al-Khabaru document) herein and see the basic 

resemblance between these two texts, first of all, in this regard.                                                                                                        

And we should definitely see herein that prophet Muhammad does not say that this Man (=that “Messenger  

of Covenant”) will be exactly same as him in this regard, but he does say that he will just fairly resemble 

(=yushbehuhu) him in this regard. So the heavenly text dictated and thus perfectly taught to this                                              

Man (=that “Messenger of Covenant”) by Almighty now (please, see again The Testament 98/2-3 in this 

regard) may also have some critical differences from that old Quranic text. (for example: Tawbah 128-129 

numbers and statements would not be included here now; the initial “Nun” would be written as “Nun Vav 

Nun” here now, etc.)                                                                                                                                                                                                            

And secondly, prophet Muhammad emphasizes that this Man (=that “Messenger of Covenant”) thereafter 

shall not resemble him that much with regard to style (=khalqe) at all, most probably because he will have 

thus come with a visual --testable and solid-- “mathematical composition” style in this text thereafter from 

Almighty, in this Age, whereas prophet Muhammad had come with only an auditory “literary composition” 

style from Him, in those Ages. (Please, also see and compare the Quran-Testament 36/69 now,  with                         

the Quran, YaaSeen 69 then, in this regard.)                                    

Then we should also see and clearly perceive here that the Quran (=al-Quran) itself was thus also described                  

as a great attitude (=khuluqe) that prophet Muhammad was adamantly -acting- on it. (please, see again                       

the Quran, Qalam 4 in this sense.) So we should go to the Quran-Testament (=its Arabic original: al-Khabaru 

document) herein and see the basic resemblance between these two attitudes, first of all.  (Please, especially 

see The Testament 3/84-85 & 5/44-48 to clearly witness the basic resemblance of attitude with regard to   

the most critical and fundamental Issues such as these therein, in the first place.)                                                                                                                               

And secondly, prophet Muhammad thus again also emphasizes that this Man (=that “Messenger of Covenant”) 

thereafter shall not resemble him that much with regard to creation (=khalqe) again at all, most probably  

because he will  also follow some mainly different creations (=thus “created” and chosen Commandments 

by Almighty; 28/68 = 33/36) among his immediate followers that would be more appropriate for these 

nations in this Age, but will also continue to respect all those creations (=thus “created” and chosen 

Commandments by Almighty; Qasas 68 = Ahzaab 36) unto prophet Muhammad and unto all those previous 

major Prophets in their Scriptures, for their respective nations. (Please, also especially see and compare                  

the Quran-Testament 2/183-185 & 2/282 &  4/34 & 5/68 & … now, with the Quran, Baqarah 183-185 & 

Baqarah 282 & Nesaa 34 & Maaedah 68 & … then, in this regard.)                                                                                                                                 

==================== 
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====================                                                                                                                                                                            

22- David prophesied: The Stone (=must be a reference to that Quran, which would be given                            

to prophet Muhammad in the line of Ishmael, as thus had certainly been promised by Almighty in Torah,                          

as prophet David also was well aware of that, Gns. 21/13-18 beforehand) despised by the builders 

(=Jews --and then also Christians) has become the Cornerstone now!                                                                                                                         

23- This has been emanated from HE; and it is miraculous in our eyes!                                                

24- This is the Day (=Millennium; please, see Psalms 90/4 in this regard) HE has made;               

let us rejoice and be glad in it.                                                                                                                                                                                    

25- So please, O HE, --on the left side-- grant salvation; please, O HE, --on the right side--                  

grant good-fortune!                                                                                                                                                            

26- So blessed is he (=that “Messenger of Covenant” again, foretold before this basically by prophet Moses 

also in those critical Verses, who would thus be sent in the Last Days; Deut. 18/18-19 X 31/29-30;                                        

who would thus also mainly be the descendant of prophet David herein) who comes under the Name              

of HE --on that to be renewed “Cornerstone” Scripture referred to above--                                                              

we (=all those major Prophets, and prophet David) bless you from the house of HE!                               

(Psalms 118/22-26)               

***** 

7- David prophesied: my Lord, You do not desire feast-offering or meal-offering --from me,                               

but ears You opened for me (=through his descendant, that “Messenger of Covenant” again, in future); 

You also do not request burnt-offering or sin-offering --from me. 

8- Behold, then I have come with the Scroll of the Book (=again that to be renewed 

Cornerstone Scripture, referred to above) that is already written for me (=through his 

descendant, that “Messenger of Covenant” again, in future)!                                                                                               

9- Thus I desire to fulfill now --on the left side-- Your Will, my God; and --on the right side-- 

Your Order will be thus in my heart! (Psalms 40/7-9)                                                                                                               

====================                 
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====================                                                                                                                                             

40- Prophet Jesus said: For this is the will of my Lord, that everyone who sees the                      

Servant (=that “Messenger of Covenant” again) and believes in him may have eternal life; 

and He shall raise him on the Last -Third- Day (=Millennium; please, see again Psalms 90/4                  

in this regard.) (Gospel, Jhn. 6/40 & Lk. 18/33) 

***** 

44- Prophet Jesus said: No one can come to me unless the Lord who sent me draw him;              

and He will raise him (=that “Son of Man” again) on the Last -Third- Day (=Millennium)!                         

45- It is thus written in the Prophets: They (=that “Son of Man” again, and all the believers 

with him) shall all be taught by God!                                                                                                                       

46- Then everyone who listens to my Lord and learns from Him shall also come to me.             

(Gospel, Jhn. 6/44-46) 

***** 

42- Prophet Jesus said: Did you never read in the Scriptures: “The Stone (=must be a reference 

again to that Quran, which would be given to prophet Muhammad in the line of Ishmael, as thus had certainly 

been promised by Almighty in Torah, as prophet Jesus was also well aware of that herein, Gns. 21/13-18 

beforehand) despised by the builders (=Jews --and then also Christians) has become the 

Cornerstone now!                                                                                                                                                                                   

This has been emanated from HE; and it is miraculous in our eyes!”                                                        

43- Therefore, I say to you, the kingdom of God will be taken away from you (=those despising 

Jews, and then those despising Christians as well; Jhn. 6/27 XX Lk. 6/22-23 & Mthw. 7/21-23) and given                

to a people (=including those respecting Jews & Christians & Arabs & Others herein) --within that Last and 

Third Day (=Millennium), as already thus been emphasized above-- who will produce its fruits (=19 

coded, specific Words; please, certainly see Lk. 8/11-15, and thereafter certainly the Quran-Testament                      

2/25-26 & 14/24-25 now, in this regard) --on that to be renewed “Cornerstone” Scripture, as 

again already thus been emphasized above! (Gospel, Mthw. 21/42-43)                                                          

==================== 
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So let Peace and eternal Serenity be again upon all those righteous believers herein, who     

--after those immensely significant two fundamental “Awesome” heavenly Messages,                 

as we have manifestly witnessed them in our first two critical documents-- shall also 

hearken thereafter to this fourth critical “Amazing” heavenly Message herein, in this most 

anticipated Final Age,                                                                                                                                                      

and so thereafter would wholeheartedly sit and also work on this, and thus witness and 

personally verify this too, with their own ears and eyes and minds herein, for their own                      

eternal Salvation and benefits in the sight of Almighty, forever! (please, certainly see again                     

The Testament 39/23, 33-35 & 78/29-36 in this regard.) 

 

                      Metin/Messenger of Covenant 

 

    

 

 

 

 

          

  


